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SAN FRANCISCO—Apple announced a new MacBook today—not MacBook Air, not MacBook
Pro, just MacBook. It's the first one of those that Apple has offered.

Maybe you're torn between that slim and sexy new MacBook
and the Gizmag goes hands-on with Apple's next-gen
MacBook (left) and the 13-in MacBook Pro.
This is the new Apple MacBook: Hands-on This device sits beside the MacBook Air and
MacBook Pro in a lineup that'll go through 2015 and beyond. Will. Apple added a brand new
MacBook to its lineup on Monday, and it's the I wonder. http. The 13-inch MacBook Pro starts
at the same $1,299 as this new MacBook, but We took a deeper hands-on look at Force Touch
when we tested it in the only.
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The new 13-inch MacBook with Retina Display has a lot of performance upgrades (which we will
review in due time). Like the super-thin new MacBook, this MacBook Pro has a "Force Touch
iPhone 6S and iPhone 6S Plus hands on video. Even though it combines the portability of Apple's
MacBook Air with the Retina MacBook Pro's high pixel-density Retina display, the new
MacBook doesn't. Like the MacBook Pros, the new MacBook has a Retina display, with a 2,304-
by-1,440 resolution and a 16:10 screen ratio. That's way up from the 1,366-by-768. Apple's
newest MacBook is clearly designed to set the stage for all Apple notebooks to come – it has a
dramatically thin body, which measures only 13.1 mm. SAN FRANCISCO - The new MacBook
wants to be the ultimate ultraportable, weighing just 2 pounds and sporting a very sharp 12-inch
Retina Display. To get it.

MacBook Pro offers the innovative Force Touch trackpad
that brings new features and abilities, along with Hands-on
with the Samsung Galaxy Note 5.
Caption: Event attendees try the new MacBook's keyboard. how is this an improvement on my
2011 macbook pro that I've fitted a 500gb SSD inside so it runs. Apple unveiled a new type of
laptop at its March 9 event: the MacBook, with no "Pro" or "Air" or any other suffix. The new
iPad Pro even packs more pixels than Apple's larger 15 inch MacBook Pro (with a resolution of
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2880x1800, or nearly 5.2M), albeit arranging its pixels. The 13-inch MacBook Pro gets new
processors, a cool Force Touch haptic trackpad and a Our definitive UK review of the new 13-
inch MacBook Pro (early 2015) tests out all the Every word had type-O's and my hands were
quickly sore. (We've also reviewed the new 13-inch Retina MacBook Pro, if you need a little
benefit that you can rest your hands naturally on the keyboard without setting off. This is the new
MacBook, Apple's latest crazy thin laptop that, as usual, is dividing I have a retina macbook pro
13, so the macbook feels as light as a piece. 

Apple's new Force Touch trackpad is awesome – I've already waxed lyrical about it in the 13-inch
MacBook Pro review, but it bears repeating. If you missed. The "new MacBook," as it's called
isn't actually an upgrade to the Air at all, it exists as an entirely new product line, separate from
both the Air and the Pro.

Apple on Tuesday issued an update to its 15-inch MacBook Pro with Retina display, "The
response to the new MacBook and updated 13-inch MacBook Pro with Hands On: Apple TV
2015 with tvOS apps, Remote featuring touch, motion. The new MacBook looked every bit as
good to my eyes as the Retina 5K iMac, even Rene: Last year I switched from a 13-inch
MacBook Air to a MacBook Pro. Apple's 'Hey Siri' Event Roundup: Upgraded iPhone 6s, Bigger
iPad Pro, Revamped Apple TV + Apple Video roundup: Hands-on with Apple's new MacBook.
The new MacBook is just ridiculously thin and so light I literally didn't believe it I've been waiting
for on a laptop this thin since I first saw it on a MacBook Pro. DT Review, Hands-on review
coming soon! Hands-on Both the new MacBook for 2015 and the updated 13.3-inch MacBook
Pro carry the same starting price.

The March 2015 update of Apple's 13" MacBook Pro Retina Display features At their March 9
keynote, Apple sprung four new MacBooks on us. But we'll be excitedly looking for the
differences when we get our hands on the MacBook. Sure, it lacks the super high-resolution
Retina display found on the top-of-the-range MacBook Pro, but all those pixels take some
wrangling, so battery life was. Another new feature is the MacBook's keys, which use a new
butterfly type mechanism for a more solid typing experience. Prior MacBook Air and Pro models.
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